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A B S T R A C T   

Combustion of a seven-component surrogate for a research grade 87 octane gasoline mixed with 10% ethanol is 
investigated experimentally and numerically from the perspective of an isolated droplet burning under condi-
tions that promote one-dimensional gas transport. The numerical analysis included a kinetic mechanism 
comprised of 398 species and 24,814 reactions and a soot model that accounted for nucleation, surface growth, 
coalescence/aggregation of soot particles, and luminous flame radiation. Measurements of droplet and flame 
diameters were made for an initial droplet diameter (Do) of approximately 0.63 mm. The simulations agreed well 
with the measurements including the location of the soot shell. Preferential vaporization was revealed by sim-
ulations of the liquid concentrations in the droplet. Predicted peak soot volume fractions coincided with tem-
peratures between 1300 K and 1400 K as a soot inception temperature. Simulations were also carried out for Do 
between 0.25 mm and 5 mm to explore the effect of radiation and Do on burning. Below 0.25 mm radiation was 
negligible and burning rates and flame temperatures converged to a single value. Increasing Do up to 1.8 mm 
lowered the burning rate with luminous radiation having a strong effect. When radiation was entirely removed 
from the model the burning rate was nearly constant. Above Do = 2 mm droplets extinguished almost immedi-
ately after ignition. The flame temperature decreased with increasing Do while it increased when radiation was 
omitted. The simulations show that soot precursors including polyaromatic hydrocarbons were concentrated 
around the soot shell.   

1. Introduction 

Dwindling supplies of crude oil have motivated strategies to offset 
the depletion of petroleum-based fuels. Blending transportation fuels 
(gasoline, diesel, jet) with biofuels is a well-known option. The most 
widely used biofuel additive to gasoline for light-duty vehicles is ethanol 
at 10% by volume (’E10′), though many others are being considered 
[1,2]. E10 is a benchmark gasoline/biofuel system which provides a 
point of comparison with alternatives. For example, ethanol as an ad-
ditive has been compared to alternatives such as iso-butanol [3] and to 
fuel blends that tailor autoignition reactivity with fuel equivalence ratio 
[4]. E10 has also been used as a fuel to benchmark the potential for 

partial fuel stratification in low temperature gasoline combustion en-
gines [5]. 

Prior work on E10 combustion involved engine testing which pro-
vided useful information about system-level and end-use performance 
[5–7]. From the standpoint of detailed modeling, it is necessary to have 
accurate information on the inputs to detailed simulations, such as a 
fuel’s combustion kinetic mechanism and property database. An engine 
is too complex of a system to validate a kinetic mechanism or thermal 
and transport property database, or as a means to evaluate models for 
forming particulate matter (i.e., soot) because of the complex flow dy-
namics (turbulence, and swirl) of the in-cylinder environment. A com-
bustion configuration with a simplified transport is a useful alternative 
to address these challenges. 
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The study of E10 combustion reported here is framed around the sub- 
grid element of a spray – an isolated droplet – as a platform for exam-
ining the complications noted above. In particular, an isolated droplet of 
E10 is considered burning under conditions where a one-dimensional (1- 
D) gas transport is promoted. A distinctive feature of the 1-D transport 
configuration for droplet burning of soot-producing fuels is the 
confinement of soot aggregates into a shell-like structure which aids 
tracking soot and predicting the soot concentration field. Moreover, the 
simplicity of the 1-D configuration enables convolving liquid and gas 
phase transport which is important in practical liquid fuel burning 
systems. 

E10 is a multicomponent collection of many organic liquids that 
often exhibits a seasonable variability. This problem has been addressed 
by developing a calibration fuel termed ’RD5-87-2A’ for E10 which is 
also highly multicomponent but not subject to compositional variations 
in refining. However, RD5-87-2A is still too complex to enable simu-
lating its combustion. A ’surrogate’ for RD5-87-2A was recently devel-
oped with potential to mimic its performance and enable simulations 
because of its reduced compositional complexity. This study addresses 
the efficacy of the RD5-87-2A surrogate to mimic performance of RD5- 
87-2A by detailed numerical simulations of the 1-D droplet 
configuration. 

The RD5-87-2A surrogate is a seven-component mixture (termed 
’S3′) comprised of (volume fraction) n-heptane (0.11), n-pentane 
(0.088), iso-octane (0.405), cyclo-pentane (0.055), toluene (0.18), 1- 
hexene (0.063) and ethanol (0.099) [7]. The present study uses this 
mixture to access the droplet combustion physics of RD5-87-2A and 
thereby E10 through detailed numerical modeling that can serve as the 
basis for validating a detailed kinetic mechanism for the numerical 
model. The results are compared with the experimental database re-
ported in this paper. 

While some aspects of the droplet burning considered in the present 
study have been incorporated into various numerical models, the to-
tality of what is included in the present study has not been combined 
into a single treatment of droplet burning. In particular, the following 
elements have not previously been combined into a single comprehen-
sive numerical analysis of droplet burning and so is a new contribution: 
a surrogate fuel comprised of seven miscible components; a detailed 
combustion kinetic oxidation mechanism with a large number of re-
actions that incorporates soot chemistry; radiation for non-luminous and 
luminous emissions; the effects of water condensation on burning (due 
to the presence of ethanol); thermal and transport properties that 
depend on temperature and concentration; unsteady gas and liquid 
transport, tracking the moving boundary of the burning droplet; for-
mation of soot and creation of the soot shell. Experimental results from 
the present study provide a form of validation for these effects in the 
numerical model described. 

Recent detailed numerical modeling of droplet combustion with a 
multistep kinetic mechanism considered single component and binary 
mixtures without incorporating a soot model [8–14]. Three previous 
studies are known to have included soot formation all for a single 
component fuel. In two of these [15,16] only a one-step oxidation re-
action was considered so that soot precursors could not be predicted. A 
third study [17] incorporated a detailed kinetic mechanism with a more 
sophisticated soot model based on the discrete sectional method. Pre-
diction of the soot shell was based on matching thermophoretic and 
Stefan velocities. 

The importance of thermal and transport properties in the numerical 
model is addressed using temperature and concentration-dependent 
correlations because of their importance in combustion modeling 
[18]. Ethanol is miscible in water in all proportions so the potential for 
water vapor generated at the droplet flame and diffusing to the droplet 

Nomenclature 

a major-axis 
b minor-axis 
cp,g mean gas heat capacity 
cp,g,i heat capacity of gas species i 
cp,L mean liquid heat capacity 
D droplet diameter 
Df flame diameter 
Do initial droplet diameter 
Ds soot shell diameter 
FSR Df/D 
fv soot volume fraction 
Hg,i enthalpy of gas species i 
hfg,i heat of vaporization of species i 
K droplet burning rate 
kg mixture gas thermal conductivity 
kL mixture liquid thermal conductivity 
JL,i molar diffusion flux of species i (liquid phase) 
jL,i mass diffusion flux of species i (liquid phase) 
Ng number of components in the gas phase 
NL number of components in the liquid phase 
pi partial pressure of species i (gas phase) 
pv

i vapor pressure of species i 
qR radiative heat transfer flux 
Qc heat conduction from the flame to the droplet 
QR radiant heat loss 
r radial coordinate 
Rd droplet radius 
RaD =gβ (Tf-T∞)D3/(α ν) 
ReD =vrel D/ ν 

R∞ computational domain radius 
SSR Ds/D 
T temperature 
Tb fuel boiling point 
TL liquid temperature 
Tc critical temperature 
Tg gas temperature 
Tf flame temperature 
t time 
vrel relative velocity between the droplet and surrounding 
vg radial gas velocity 
Vg,i gas diffusion velocity of species i in gas 
Wtot mass flow rate 
XL,i mole fraction of liquid species i 
Yg,i mass fraction of gas species i 
YL,i mass fraction of liquid species i 

Greek 
α gas thermal diffusivity 
αk

g absorption coefficient of species k in gas 
β gas thermal expansion coefficient 
ϕi fugacity coefficient of species i in gas phase 
Γij activity matrix coefficients (liquid phase) 
γi activity coefficient of species i in liquid phase 
Λij Stefan-Maxwell binary diffusion coefficients (liquid phase) 
ρg mean gas density 
ρg,i density of gas species i 
ρL mean liquid density 
ν gas kinematic viscosity 
ωg,i formation rate of gas species i  
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where it can condense on the droplet surface is included in the model. 
This effect was first considered for ethanol droplet combustion [19] and 
is a general consideration for any alcohol additive to gasoline. For al-
cohols with lower solubility in water (e.g., iso-butanol) the effect may be 
less important. 

The initial droplet diameters (Do) examined experimentally in this 
study were in the range of 0.62 mm to 0.64 mm. Droplets in spray flames 
are typically much smaller by an order of magnitude. Moreover, sig-
nificant droplet/droplet interactions are present in the 3-D transport 
field within combustion engines. Therefore, the relevance of isolated 
droplet studies in the context of in-cylinder processes of combustion 
engines should be considered. 

The relevance of isolated droplet combustion, especially when the 
thermal and fluid transport process is reduced to 1-D as in the present 
study, is to bring into the kinetic mechanism validation process the 
liquid phase, specifically to assess the ability of heat release by fuel 
oxidation at the flame to evaporate the fuel at rates consistent with the 
experimental measurements. This process is important in practical sys-
tems. Moreover, it is known that fuel oxidation chemistries are closely 
tied to droplet evaporation and flame processes [20]. Incorporating this 
connection is not possible when the liquid phase is eliminated by pre-
vaporizating it to produce a purely gas-phase combustion process 
resulting in a kinetic mechanism that is untested for evaporating the 
liquid fuel. 

From a modeling perspective pre-vaporizing the liquid and creating 
conditions that promote a 0-D or 1-D gas transport as in shock tubes, jet 
stirred reactors, homogeneous reactors and other configurations facili-
tates detailed numerical simulations with a number of commercially 

available and rigorous codes. The 1-D droplet flame configuration has 
not until recently enjoyed a similar level of numerical rigor. A detailed 
model of the 1-D droplet burning case is well positioned to validate a 
kinetic mechanism in the context of combustion of a liquid fuel. The 
present study is motivated by that potential. 

This paper extends capabilities to simulate multicomponent fuels to 
include soot formation and luminous and non-luminous radiation (along 
with variable properties and unsteady gas and liquid transport that have 
been considered in past work) that provide a more robust computational 
tool for analysis. The comparisons shown here suggest that the 1-D 
droplet flame configuration is potentially useful for informing the 
oxidation chemistry of complex fuel mixtures to enable more robust 
mechanisms that better create thermal conditions for fuel evaporation 
and ignition in more complex configurations. 

The next sections describe the experimental methodology for 
creating near-spherically symmetric burning conditions followed by a 
discussion of the experimental and numerical results to predict its 
burning. 

2. Experimental design and data analysis 

The experiments were designed to provide a burning environment 
that promoted a 1-D transport configuration. This was achieved by 
eliminating convective effects arising from buoyancy and forced flow. 
This situation is achieved by conditions characterized by appropriately 
defined Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers being small, ReD ≪ 1 and 
RaD ≪ 1 respectively. The variable used to make RaD ≪ 1 was gravity, 
specifically by carrying out the experiments under low gravity 

Fig. 1. Representative photographs from experi-
ments for S3, RD5-87-2A and a pumpE10 (87 oc-
tane). The column of numbers are the elapsed times 
in seconds after ignition. Initial diameters were as 
follows: for S3, Do = 0.64 mm; for RD5-87-2A, 
Do = 0.62 mm; for pumpE10, Do = 0.64 mm. Yellow 
circles are due to soot incandescence. Bright hori-
zontal lines arise from intersection of the flame with 
the SiC fiber supports. Soot shells are visible. The 
5 mm scale at the bottom refers to the flame (color) 
images and the 1 mm scale refers to the black and 
white images. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)   
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conditions (ranging between 10− 4 and 10− 2 of earth’s normal gravity). 
ReD was made small by performing the experiments in quiescent air and 
by physically restricting droplet motion by deploying them at the 
intersection of two 14 μm SiC fibers. After each experimental run, the 
fibers were replaced by new fibers to guarantee that there was no re-
sidual soot left from a previous experimental run. This design was 
developed to minimize the influence of the fiber supports on the burning 
process [21]. The experiments were carried out in a sealed chamber in 
free-fall. For the S3 droplet sizes examined burning times were under 
0.7 s. The free-fall distance was 7.6 m which provided about 1.2 s of 
experimental time. Further details of the experimental design and pro-
cedures are given in [21–23]. 

Droplets were ignited by spark discharges from two pairs of elec-
trodes positioned on opposite sides of the droplet. The spark discharge 
circuitry permitted accurate measurement of the spark ’on’ time and 
duration. For the experiments reported here, the intersection of the fi-
bers was centered between the two electrode pairs with a gap of 
approximately 2.0 mm between them. The electrode tips were posi-
tioned approximately 1.8 mm from the intersection. The electrical cir-
cuit to generate sparks had the capability to record and control the spark 
energy. The intent with ignition was to keep the ignition disturbance of 
the gas at the lowest level possible to just ignite the droplets. The min-
imum energies to achieve ignition of the fuel systems investigated (and 
the corresponding ’on’ times of the sparks) were 71.2 mJ (261 μ s), 
61.2 mJ (225 μ s), and 64.9 mJ (242 μ s), for pumpE10, RD5-87-2A, and 
S3, respectively. The different values were the result of differing fuel 
properties 

After deploying a droplet onto the SiC fibers the instrumentation 
package was held in place by an electromagnet. Terminating power to 
the magnet then released the package into free-fall. Sparks were acti-
vated 150 ms into the fall to minimize separation-induced disturbances 
from the on-board components. After ignition, the two electrode pairs 
were rapidly retracted so that they would not influence burning. 

An experiment was terminated by impact of the instrumentation 
package into a foam-filled cylindrical steel tank. The diagnostics on the 
package had to be stable and secured so as not to be disturbed by the 
impact. This consideration precluded using laser-based systems for 
monitoring the burning process. Digital video imaging was used exclu-
sively to record the burning process. The video record constituted the 
‘raw’ data of the experiments. The video records of burning were ob-
tained using a Canadian Photonics MS-80K (3.9 megapixel; 200 fps) 
black-and-white (BW) camera which is well suited to show the droplet 
and soot structure. The flame shape and luminosity were recorded using 
a Hitachi HV-C20 camera (0.3 megapixel; 30 fps). These framing rates 
were sufficient to capture the physics of the burning process including 
the evolution of droplet, flame and soot shell diameters and phenomena 
such as flash boiling and flame extinction. Very fast transient processes 
such as flash boiling were a rare occurrence so that higher frame rate 
cameras were not needed. 

Video images for the BW camera were illuminated from the back by a 
single wavelength LED (Prismatix Mic-LED with BLCC-04; 637 nm) light 
source. The color images were self-illuminated by soot incandescence. 
Fig. 1 shows representative images of burning histories of the three fuels 

investigated (discussed in Section 5). 
Central to the process of data acquisition is the ability to extract 

quantitative measurements from images like those shown in Fig. 1. 
Because of the high sooting propensity of the fuel systems investigated it 
was not always possible to analyze video images that showed a large 
amount of soot in the field of view using an automated data extraction 
process. Instead, a manual method was used in such cases with each 
video image needing to be processed individually. This effort was time- 
consuming and accomplished with the aid of imaging software 
(ImagePro Plus (Rockville, MD, USA) software). A virtual ellipse as a 
more general droplet shape was manually positioned around the 
droplet, flame or soot shell using the analysis software. A region of in-
terest was selected and measurements of equivalent diameter made of 
the major (’a’) and minor (’b’) lengths of the ellipse based on cross- 
sectional area, (a × b)1/2. Operator skill is required to properly posi-
tion the ellipse around the flame or soot shell (Fig. 1). Different opera-
tors were calibrated against each other for consistency. 

Flame diameters were more difficult to measure accurately because 
the flame boundary was much less well defined than the droplet 
boundary. The flame diameter was measured using the line-of-sight 
diagnostic in the IMAGE PRO software on a 24 in. Dell 4 K ultra HD 
monitor. The monitor revealed each pixel of an image. A threshold value 
or maximum gradient for the flame boundary was not used. The flame 
boundary was user-determined and discerned by eye. Images were 
independently analyzed by different users to ensure consistency. 

An important consideration for mixture droplets is to ensure that the 
droplet composition at the time of ignition is the same as the initially 

Fig. 2. Compositions (volume percent) of pumpE10, RD-587, and S3 grouped 
by chemical classes. 

Table 1 
Selected properties of the S3 surrogate components [24].  

Species formula MW (kg/kmol) Tb (K) Tc (K) ρL (kg/m3) hfg (kJ/kg) volume fraction mole fraction 

n-heptane C7H16  100.21 372 540 684 316  0.1112  0.09 
n-pentane C5H12  72.15 309 470 626 358  0.0875  0.09 
iso-octane C8H18  114.23 372 544 692 271  0.4049  0.29 
cyclo-pentane C5H10  70.14 322 512 745 389  0.0551  0.07 
toluene C7H8  92.14 384 592 867 384  0.1794  0.20 
1-hexene C6H12  84.16 337 504 673 372  0.0633  0.06 
ethanol C2H6O  46.07 352 516 789 839  0.0986  0.20  
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prepared composition. Differences can arise from exposure of the 
mixture droplet to air due to preferential vaporization during set-up 
prior to conducting an experiment. The experimental procedure devel-
oped here limits such exposure to about 1 s or less prior to deployment 
and ignition of the droplet. Prior work [23] showed this time to be 
sufficient to maintain the initially prepared compositions of hydrocar-
bon mixtures for the procedures employed here. Additionally, chemical 
analysis was carried out to verify that the initial composition did not 
change from the initially prepared composition. 

3. Fuel systems 

3.1. Fuel chemical analysis 

The fuels examined were RD5-87-2A, the S3 surrogate, and E10 
purchased from a service station in Syracuse, NY (April 2019), termed 
’pumpE10′. RD5-87-2A was provided by Sandia National Laboratories 
(SNL, California). The S3 surrogate was developed in a collaboration 
between Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and SNL 
(Section 3.2) and prepared in-house on a volumetric basis using the 
compositions listed in Table 1. 

The fuels were chemically analyzed to provide their composition and 
fractional amounts based on ASTM D6729. Results of the detailed hy-
drocarbon analysis (DHA) are shown in Fig. 2 which groups the com-
positions into six general hydrocarbon classes with the fractional 
amounts shown (volume fraction). 

The three fuels are qualitatively similar. Oxygenates are the best 
matched chemical class because all three fuels contained ethanol at 
9.86%. Chemical differences are explained by the different levels of 
complexity: S3 contains 7 distinct components while RD5-87-2A and 
pumpE10 contain several hundred components each. 

3.2. S3 surrogate formulation 

The S3 surrogate was formulated by matching both the composition 
of the real fuel and its ignition characteristics. The fuel composition was 
first determined and components grouped into basic hydrocarbon clas-
ses, similar to the methodology described in [25]. Fig. 2 shows results 
for the fuels examined. Representative components for each hydrocar-
bon class were then selected as further discussed below, with the added 
consideration that the surrogate components should be relatively 
abundant and have validated combustion kinetic mechanisms. Once the 
surrogate components were selected, their fractional amounts were 
determined. 

One approach for determining the fractional amounts of a surrogate 
makes use of a regression algorithm that matches properties or ’targets’ 
of the surrogate selected by the user with those of the fuel by minimizing 
an objective function. An example of this approach is described in [26]. 
Target values could be predicted if reliable methodologies exist to do so, 
otherwise they must be measured. The results depend on the choice of 
weighting functions of the target properties in the regression. Alterna-
tively, surrogate component concentrations could be selected as the 
same values as the chemical classes of the DHA in which the components 
belong, then adjusted to improve performance of the surrogate in the 
combustion configuration of interest [27]. The approach taken here was 
a combination of these methods. 

The surrogate components were selected to represent the six hy-
drocarbon classes and expanded to include components that account for 
variations of reactivity within key hydrocarbon classes. For instance, the 
≤C5 n-alkanes are represented by n-pentane which is the most abundant 
n-alkane in E10, while C6 and larger n-alkanes are represented by n- 
heptane to account for the fact that the reactivity of the shorter and 
longer n-alkanes differ significantly. Several recent investi gations 
[25,28] have pointed out the importance of including different species 
within hydrocarbon classes to account for variations of autoignition 
reactivity with carbon number. 

The above approach is limited by the palette of species available in 
the chemical kinetic model. For example, among all the cycloalkane 
species, only the chemistry of cyclopentane is included in the chemical 
kinetic mechanism. Therefore, the amount of cyclopentane in the sur-
rogate was set to match the DHA value for this species, while the more 
reactive C6 and larger cycloalkanes are represented by including addi-
tional amounts of iso-octane and n-heptane. The relative amounts of 
these additional alkanes were adjusted to match the RON (research 
octane number) and MON (motor octane number) of the surrogate to 
that of the fuel following the methodology described in [26]. For this 
reason, the concentrations of n-alkanes and iso-alkanes in the surrogate 
are higher than those of the real fuel (as shown in Fig. 2). 

RON and MON alone are insufficient to characterize the reactivity of 
a fuel at conditions different from those of the RON and MON tests. To 
solve this issue, the methodology used in this paper incorporates well- 
mixed ignition data obtained from homogeneous charge compression 
ignition (HCCI) engine experiments. Gas-phase simulations of a homo-
geneous reactor (HR) were performed using the LLNL detailed chemical- 
kinetic mechanism for a gasoline surrogate [29] to estimate the surro-
gate’s autoignition reactivity at premixed engine-like conditions, and 
the results were compared to HCCI engine data. While a HR reactor is 
very different from the droplet flame configuration of interest here, 
simulations of a HR reactor may inform minor adjustments of surrogate 
compositions to improve agreement with autoignition data. The DHA 
fractional amounts, RON and MON, and autoignition reactivity at HCCI 
engine conditions were used as targets in an iterative process, in which 
adjustments to the surrogate composition were made until convergence 
was achieved. The components and their volume fractions that resulted 
from this effort are listed in Table 1. 

There is no obvious reason why a surrogate developed using infor-
mation from one combustion configuration would be applicable to 
another. That it may be applicable is an intriguing possibility. A crucial 
test here is a direct experimental comparison of the S3 surrogate with 
RD5-87-2A. Section 5 discusses results of such a comparison for the 
droplet configuration. 

4. Detailed numerical model 

4.1. Formulation and solution of the governing equations 

Spherical symmetry is assumed to enable solving the mass, species, 
and energy differential equations. The governing differential equations 
and boundary conditions are listed in Appendix A. The equations were 
solved in a coupled approach using the OpenSMOKE++ framework 
[30]. The partial differential equations were transformed into a set of 
differential–algebraic equations (DAEs) and then solved using the finite 
difference method, applied on a non-uniform and moving mesh in 
spherical coordinates using the method of lines. 

The DAE system is very ‘stiff’ because of the existence of a wide range 
of characteristic times associated with the chemical species and chem-
ical reactions. Radicals such as OH, O and H have short characteristic 
times, on the order of 10− 9/10− 8 s, while the formation of large soot 
particles requires much longer times, on the order of 10− 3 s. The DAE 
system was solved in a fully-coupled way using an implicit solver based 
on the backward differentiation formula (BDF) method, specifically 
conceived for very stiff equations associated with chemical reactions. 

Implicit solvers are the only viable approach to solving stiff DAE 
systems, but they are expensive in terms of computational time because 
of the need to evaluate and factorize the Jacobian matrix associated with 
the equations. In order to reduce the computational cost related to the 
Jacobian treatment, two approaches were considered: i) the Jacobian 
matrix elements were split into a convection + diffusion contribution 
and calculated numerically, and a chemical contribution associated with 
the reactions only was determined analytically; and ii) dummy vari-
ables/equations were introduced in the DAE system to force the Jaco-
bian matrix to have a structured tri-diagonal-block sparse pattern. This 
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last point is very important from a computational point of view because 
we have the possibility to use special numerical algorithms to exploit 
this specific sparsity structure. Additional details about the numerical 
solution of a DAE system for the 1-D droplet configuration can be found 
in [9]. The simulations reported in the present paper were carried out on 
a single core Intel Xeon CPU X5675 computer with a 3.07 GHz processor. 
Typical computational times ranged between 24 and 36 h. 

Most of the numerical issues in the solution were concentrated in the 
initialization of the solution. In order to proceed with the solution in 
time it is first necessary to solve the non-linear algebraic equations that 
describe, at t = 0, the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions at the 
droplet/gas interface. In some situations, the solution of these equations, 
carried out via a quasi-Newton method, does not converge to a proper 
solution. In such conditions it is necessary to provide a different first 
guess solution. 

The numerical model makes no assumptions about the evaporation 
process or internal liquid phase transport beyond the methodology for 
computing the bubble point temperature of the mixture. Mass transport 
in the droplet and surrounding gas is by radial convection and diffusion. 
In particular, there is no provision for generating instabilities as, for 
example, by thermo capillary effects created by surface tension gradi-
ents that could lead to internal liquid motion and a non radial transport 
process. The existence of such instabilities would be contrary to the 
assumption of transport symmetry and so are excluded from 
consideration. 

Ignition was numerically achieved by the imposition of a short 
(~100 ms) high temperature zone (2000 K to 2500 K) that transferred 
heat to the droplet, followed by a non-uniform temperature radial pro-
file peaking at about 2200 K (according to the approach suggested in 
[11]). These ignition parameters were unable to numerically ignite 
droplets smaller than about 0.25 mm. Below this value evaporation 
occurred so quickly that droplets disappeared before they could be 
ignited. Only by changing the thermal parameters of ignition could 
smaller droplets be numerically ignited. Droplets in the range of 
0.25 mm to about 1.8 mm were numerically ignited and burned to 
completion. For Do > 2.0 mm the flame was so large that radiative 
extinction occurred almost immediately. Further discussions are given 
in Section 6. 

The importance of fuel properties on the droplet burning process 
cannot be overstated. Special attention was devoted to the treatment of 
properties including diffusion in the liquid phase (based on the Stefan- 
Maxwell theory), the description of thermodynamic equilibrium at the 
gas/liquid interface (based on the UNIFAC approach), and to modeling 
soot formation. The Supplementary Material section (SM1) provides 
details concerning the estimation of thermodynamic and transport 
properties of the gaseous and liquid species. Based on previous experi-
ences [31], gas thermal conductivity (kg) was shown to play an impor-
tant role in determining the vaporization rate of the droplet, which is not 
surprising given that the classical theory of droplet burning predicts that 
K∝

(
kg/cpg

)/
ρL [32]. The conductive heat flux from the flame to the 

droplet surface is strongly dependent on the gas thermal conductivity. 
To ensure a high level of accuracy, the property database adopted for 

the simulations (based on the Chapman-Enskog kinetic-theory) was 
tested against experimental thermal conductivity data available for pure 
fuel components, with ad-hoc corrections made to improve agreement 
with the experimental conductivity data. Concerning the liquid mixture 
model, previous simulations have shown that the assumption of ideal 
mixtures for the gas phase is adequate for combustion at atmospheric 
pressure. Non-negligible deviations from the ideal behavior were 
observed only at high pressure (>40 atm) but the flexibility exists to 
incorporate an equation of state for property predictions if necessary. 

4.2. Radiation heat transfer model 

Radiation can have a strong impact on droplet burning especially for 
large droplets greater than about 2 mm burning in the standard atmo-
sphere. The radiative heat flux for the energy equation was evaluated on 
the basis of the P1 model of [33] which represents a good compromise 
between computational load and accuracy. The absorption coefficient αp 
of the absorbing (radiating) gas and soot was calculated as the sum of the 
absorption coefficients of pure gas αg and pure soot αs using the gray- 
medium model. We assumed that H2O, CO, CO2 and CH4 were the 
only significant gaseous absorbing (radiating) species and αs was 
expressed as 

αg = pH2OαH2O
g + pCOαCO

g + pCO2αCO2
g + pCH4αCH4

g (1)  

where pk are partial pressures of species k. The absorption coefficients αk
g 

of species k were estimated from calculations based on software re-
ported in [34]. The soot contribution was calculated according to the 
correlation proposed [35], 

αs = (b1 + b2T)fv (2)  

where b1 = − 1.23 × 105 m− 1 and b2 = 572 K− 1m− 1. More accurate ap-
proaches, such as the weighted-sum-of-gray-gases (WSGG) model [36] 
or the statistical narrow band (SNB) model adopted in [37] may improve 
the predictive capabilities of the simulations and will be explored in 
future work. 

4.3. Diffusion in liquid phase 

The treatment of diffusion fluxes of species in the liquid phase is 
important to predict the temporal distribution of species in the droplet 
including water dissolved at the droplet surface that diffuses into the 
interior. Diffusion fluxes in the liquid phase were described by the 
Stefan-Maxwell theory [38]. In radial coordinates, molar diffusion 
fluxes JL for NL liquid species (=7) are given by 

JL = − Ctot
L B− 1Γ

∂X
∂r (3)  

where Ctot
L is the liquid-phase concentration and ∂X

∂r represents the radial 
gradients of mole fractions of the species. The elements of the B matrix 
are 

Bij = − Xi

(
1

Λij
−

1
Λin

)

for i ∕= j (4) 

and 

Bii =
Xi

Λin
+

∑NL

j

Xj

Λij
(5) 

The Λij are Stefan-Maxwell binary diffusion coefficients [39], 

Λij =
(

Λ0
ij

)1+xj − xi
2

(
Λ0

ij

)1+xi − xj
2 (6)  

and Λ0
ij are the infinite dilution binary coefficients for species i and j. 

These are evaluated using the correlation in [40]. Γ is the activity matrix 
with elements 

Γij = δij +Xi
∂lnγi
∂Xj

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
T,P,Xk∕=j=1,2,...NL − 1

(7)  

where δij is the Kronecker delta function. γi are the activity coefficients of 
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species i evaluated through the UNIFAC approach [41]. JL, B and Γ are of 
order NL-1 because the last (i.e. NL) diffusion flux is not independent but 
is evaluated via the flux closure condition, 

JL,NL = −
∑NL − 1

i=1
JL,i (8)  

4.4. Thermodynamic equilibrium 

To account for deviations from ideal mixture behavior in the S3 
droplet and to determine surface mass fractions, a modified version of 
Raoult’s law was adopted. For each of the species i in the liquid phase, 

piϕi = Xipv
i γi (9)  

where pi is the partial pressure of the vapor, ϕi is the fugacity coefficient 
in the gaseous phase, Xi is the mole fraction in the liquid phase, pv

i is the 
vapor pressure of pure species i and γi is the activity coefficient in the 
liquid phase. Gas phase non-ideality was neglected (i.e. ϕi = 1) whereas 
liquid phase mixture non-idealities were accounted for by non-unity 
activity coefficients γi. Non-negligible deviations from ideal liquid 
mixture behavior (e.g., which could be addressed using a cubic equation 
of state) may be expected only at high pressure (>40 atm). 

4.5. Kinetic mechanism 

The reactions scheme for oxidation and pyrolysis of the S3 surrogate 
was taken from the POLIMI 1909 mechanism [8]. It consists of 398 
species and 24,814 reactions and includes soot chemistry, described via 
a discrete sectional method, accounting for nucleation, surface growth, 
coalescence/aggregation, and oxidation of soot particles. The POLIMI 
mechanism is robust enough to enable predictions of soot precursor and 
greenhouse gas species such as acetylene and carbon dioxide and a range 
of other species. The fact that the POLIMI-1909 mechanism worked 
reasonably well for simulating S3 droplet burning (as noted in Section 5) 
now makes it a good system on which to reduce 

the number of reaction steps in order to improve computational time 
for S3 combustion simulations. Mechanism reduction was not carried 
out for the present study. 

The need to incorporate a kinetic mechanism with such a large 
number of miscible species as the S3 surrogate was due to considerations 

of soot formation and the many polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) 
molecules that contribute to it. A prior study [17] incorporated an 
earlier version of this mechanism with fewer species and reactions to 
simulate droplet burning of a single component hydrocarbon with soot 
formation (n-heptane) with reasonably good success. The POLIMI ki-
netic mechanism includes reactions relevant to a wide range of condi-
tions (low, intermediate and high temperature conditions, low and high 
pressure, lean to rich and diluted conditions). For the highly multi-
component S3 mixture we did not have justification for reducing this 
mechanism prior to its use in predicting S3 droplet. Mechanism reduc-
tion is an effort for future work. Uncertainties of kinetic rate parameters 
are also factors that influence predictions and this matter has been 
discussed for the POLIMI mechanism in [42]. 

The POLIMI mechanism is based on the Aramco C0–C2 mechanism 
[43] combined with the C3 subset from [44] with additional blocks of 
reactions added in a modular fashion to describe the chemistry of 
heavier components according to a hierarchical structure [45]. The 
mechanism also includes specific modules that include the formation 
and oxidation of mono-aromatic and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 
as reported in [46,47] which are involved in processes related to 
forming particulate matter during droplet burning. The modular 
approach, which combines detailed and lumped chemistry, can describe 
the reactivity of complex fuel blends in a wide range of conditions, 
limiting at the same time the total number of chemical species involved, 
which is an advantage when simulations require a tight discretization of 
the spatial domain. The mechanism has been previously tested against 
experimental configurations very different from the droplet flame. The 
configurations employed pre-vaporized fuel with a 0-D or 1-D transport. 

The original mechanism did not include the combustion chemistry of 
cyclo-pentane which is one of the S3 components. This species was 
added to the mechanism with high temperature reactions and parame-
ters from [48]. Cyclo-pentane is peculiar among cyclo-alkanes because 
of its propensity to dehydrogenate via a sequence of abstraction re-
actions followed by O2 addition and elimination to form cyclo-pentene. 
This feature inhibits the development of low temperature branching 
paths and is responsible for the high-octane number sensitivity of this 
fuel. Moreover, the cyclo-pentene resulting from this process is rapidly 
abstracted to form cyclo-pentadienyl radicals which is a chemical spe-
cies conducive to the formation of PAHs involved in soot production. 

Fig. 3. Selected photographs from Fig. 1 of burning pumpE10 (a) and S3 (b) droplets at 0.4 s/mm2. The elliptical boundaries (dotted lines) show the soot shell as 
determined by the user. Individual aggregates are part of the soot shell while soot clusters are not. Support fibers (blurred) are visible. 
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4.6. Soot model 

Formation of soot was modeled using the methodology reported in 
[46,49]. Heavy PAHs (MW ≤ 3000 g/mol) and particle sizes were dis-
cretized into 25 classes of pseudo-species (called BINs) with their masses 
doubled from one class to the next. Each class was represented by 
lumped pseudo-species (BINs) with fixed numbers of carbon and 
hydrogen atoms. Thermochemical properties of the pseudo-species BINs 
were based on the group additivity method. PAHs of more than 20 
carbon atoms constituted the first 4 BINs. These species were defined as 
heavy PAHs in contrast to light PAHs up to pyrene, which are considered 
in the gas-phase model. 

The first soot particles were modeled as a cluster containing 320 
carbon atoms and were classified into BIN5. Although the choice for the 

first soot particles may be arbitrary, the threshold assigned is consistent 
with the observation of heavy PAHs extracted from flame-generated soot 
[50] and with recent measurements [51]. Particle shapes for BIN5 to 
BIN12 were assumed to be spherical with a particle mass density of 
1.5 g/cm3 [52]. BIN12 consisted of particles with diameters of ~10 nm 
and this BIN size served as the primary particle from which aggregates in 
larger BINs are formed. 

BINs 13 to 25 were assumed to be monodisperse nonspherical ag-
gregates or mass fractals containing a number of BIN12 primary parti-
cles. The fractal dimension was assumed to be 1.8 based on values 
reported for nascent soot formed in a series of premixed ethylene flames 
[53] and for very rich sooting flames [54]. Dehydrogenation may occur 
as soot grows and ages. In general, hydrogen content decreases with an 
increase in soot mass due to both the conversion of PAHs into more peri- 
condensed rings and their progressive de-alkylation. Three H/C ratios 
were considered for particles up to BIN10, while only two hydrogen 
levels were assumed for heavier BINs. 

The different BINs interact with gaseous species and each other via 
heterogeneous pseudo-reactions. Six reaction classes were considered: i) 
Hydrogen-Abstraction-Carbon-Addition (HACA) mechanism; ii) incep-
tion; iii) surface growth; iv) dehydrogenation; v) coalescence and ag-
gregation; vi) oxidation. Each of these heterogeneous processes was 
described with respect to analogous gas-phase reactions, which served 
as a reference. The reference kinetic parameters are available in [46,49]. 

5. Comparisons with experiments and simlations 

5.1. Experimental comparisons of S3 surrogate with RD5-87-2A and E10 

Fig. 1 shows representative photographs of selected burning se-
quences of S3, RD5-87-2A and pumpE10 droplets. The photographs 
illustrate both flame-illuminated and back-lighted black and white (BW) 
images. From a qualitative perspective, the images do not show strongly 
differentiated flame luminosities and sooting patterns. The flame 
brightness, which is qualitatively indicative of soot formation [55], 
appears to be roughly the same for the three fuels. 

Initially, a spherical-like pattern of soot is formed as noted by the 
black ring-like structures which are the soot shells. The shell diameters 
decrease with the droplet diameter. Soot particles coalesce during 
burning and form larger clusters that are not as controlled by the forces 
on them as individual and smaller clusters formed earlier in the burning 
process. In the presence of these clusters there is an underlying shell 
visible in the images (e.g., 0.4 s for S3 in Fig. 1). This is shown in Fig. 3. 

The most convincing way to assess if a surrogate mimics the fuel for a 
particular combustion configuration is to burn the surrogate and fuel in 
the same combustion configuration and under the same conditions, and 
to compare the results. Figs. 4 and 5 show such a comparison. The 
average of four experimental runs are shown with standard deviations 
indicated in both figures. The lines are from the simulations which are 
discussed in Section 5. In Fig. 4 the droplet diameter is non- 
dimensionalized by Do and time is scaled as t/Do

2. In Fig. 5 the relative 
positions of the flame and soot shell diameters to the droplet are shown, 
Df/D and Ds/D, respectively (also termed the ’flame standoff ratio’ (FSR) 
and the ’soot standoff ratio’ (SSR)). The experimental data in Figs. 4 and 
5 are provided in the Supplementary Material Section (SM2) of the 
paper. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show very good agreement of the data for S3 and RD5- 
87-2A for the evolution of droplet, flame and soot shell diameters. This 
agreement confirms the value of the S3 mixture as a viable surrogate for 
RD5-87-2A for the configuration of the one-dimensional droplet burning 
configuration. The pumpE10 burn rates (i.e., derivatives or slopes of the 
data) are also in good agreement though with slightly lower values. The 
small differences late in the burning process could indicate the need for 
finer adjustments to the surrogate composition. In view of Figs. 4 and 5, 
surrogates developed using traditional targets (e.g., C/H ratio, RON, 
MON, mixture molecular weights, distillation curve, liquid density, 

Fig. 5. Evolution of FSR and SSR with a scaled time for S3 and RD5-87-2A 
averaged over four experimental runs. FSR simulations are based on a flame 
location defined by an OHmax concentration or maximum gas temperature, 
Tmax. Solid lines are results from simulations of S3 only. Soot shell predictions 
are shown based on a force balance on aggregates. The experimental data 
shown are given in the SM2 section. 

Fig. 4. Evolution of (D/Do)2 averaged over four experimental runs with a 
scaled time for RD5-87-2A, S3, and pumpE10. The lines are from simulations 
which include soot (solid) and which do not (dashed). The experimental data 
shown are given in the SM2 section. 
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cetane number, threshold sooting index, etc.) may have broader appli-
cability to multiphase combustion configurations. 

5.2. Comparison with simulations 

Figs. 4 and 5 show that predicted droplet combustion properties are 
in good agreement with measurements. From Fig. 4, it is evident that the 
agreement between simulation and experiment is quite satisfactory. 
Adjustments a posteriori either in the kinetic mechanism or in the 
calculation of transport properties of chemical species (gaseous and 
liquid phases) were not made to achieve this agreement. The simulated 
system is complex, not only from a kinetic point of view but also from 
the physical property point of view because of the interconnectedness of 

several phenomena, including (radial) convective and diffusion trans-
port, thermodynamic equilibrium, vaporization, radiation, and soot 
formation. Some simplifications in the model are, though, unavoidable 
such as the treatment of the liquid mixture and the luminous contribu-
tion of soot to radiative heat transfer. Discrepancies between the model 
and the experimental data cannot entirely be avoided. 

Fig. 4 also shows a simulation where radiation is removed entirely 
from the numerical simulation. The droplet is predicted to burn 
considerably faster. This higher burn rate is the result of the higher flame 
temperature that results when radiative looses are absent. The relation 
between radiation and flame temperature is discussed in Section 6. 

Regarding the droplet flame, no obvious flame diameter emerges 
from the simulations because the gas field is fully simulated and no 
approximations are made about the reaction zone (e.g., such as the 
‘flame-sheet’ approximation). Two possibilities for a flame diameter 
were considered: maximum temperature; and peak OH concentration. 
Fig. 5 shows that the peak gas temperature represents the FSR early in 
the burning process. Later in burning the peak OH concentration better 
matches the flame diameter. 

Predictions of the soot shell diameters are shown in Fig. 5. The soot 
shell diameter is defined as the diameter where forces on the aggregates 
balance. The trends are consistent with the data though higher. Fig. 5 
shows that the predicted soot shell diameters based on a force balance 
coincide with the predicted diameters based on the maximum soot 
volume fraction. Given the challenges of measuring the flame and soot 
shell diameters which are based on user-defined boundaries in the 
photographs, the simulations do a very respectable job of predicting 
trends in the evolution of flame and soot shell diameters. 

6. Discussion of results 

Thermal processes that influence the fuel burn rate include heat 
conduction (Qc) from the flame to the droplet and radiant heat loss from 
the flame to the far-field (Qrad). For heat conduction, 
Qc∝

(
Tf − Td

)/
[D(FSR − 1) ]. For radiant heat loss from the droplet 

flame, Qrad∝D3
f T4

f [56]. The flame temperature depends on droplet 
diameter as well as the nature of the radiative transport mechanism 
(from luminous soot incandescence or non-luminous (no soot) 

Fig. 8. Variation of simulated extinction diameters with initial droplet diam-
eter including flame radiation (with or without luminous emission) or 
excluding it in the model. 

Fig. 6. Variation of simulated droplet burning rate with initial droplet diameter 
including flame radiation (with or without luminous emission) or excluding it 
in the model. 

Fig. 7. Variation of simulated flame temperature (defined by Tmax) with initial 
droplet diameter including flame radiation (with or without luminous emission) 
or excluding it in the model. 
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emissions). The FSR increases (Fig. 5), while Tf decreases as shown in 
Fig. 6 when radiation is included in the simulation. The burning rates in 
Fig. 6 were obtained from simulations like those shown in Fig. 4 by 
linearizing the evolution of (D/Do)2 between (D/Do)2 = 0.30 and (D/ 
Do)2 = 0.80. Including luminous radiation lowers substantially the 
burning rate compared to non-luminous radiation which is always pre-
sent. Comparing Figs. 6 and 7 suggests that Tf will be the most important 
variable that influences heat transfer and the burning rate. 

The trends in Fig. 7 provide clues to the mechanisms influencing the 
variation of flame temperature with Do. Heat loss from the flame and the 
flame’s strain rate are important considerations. With increasing Do 
radiative heat transport from the flame increases and the flame tem-
perature would decrease. At the same time, the flame strain rate is 
inversely proportional to Do

3 and lower strain rate flames have higher 
flame temperatures. As shown in Fig. 7, when flame radiation is not 
included the flame temperature indeed increases as Do increases which is 
consistent with a strain rate effect. However, with radiation the opposite 
trend is found namely that the flame temperature decreases with 
increasing Do which is explained by the dominance of a radiant heat loss 
mechanism on flame temperature with increasing Do. When radiation is 
neglected entirely in the analysis, Fig. 6 shows that the burnsize as Do 
decreases. This trend is consistent with an earlier numerical simulation 
of n-heptane droplet burning that included a complex chemical mech-
anism for fuel oxidation but neglected radiation entirely [57] and no 
influence of Do was found from the simulations. This trend also follows 
the classical theory of droplet burning [32] which does not consider 
radiation and which predicts no dependence of droplet size on the 
burning rate. 

For 0.25 mm ≤Do ≤ 1.8 mm the S3 droplets burned to completion. 
Smaller droplets evaporated too rapidly before ignition could occur. For 
larger droplets, Fig. 8 shows simulated extinction diameters that are 
almost coincident with initial droplet diameters and the droplets 
extinguished also immediately after being ignited. The influence of lu-
minous radiation is small with droplets having a slightly larger extinc-
tion diameter when luminous radiation is included. 

The experimental results of Figs. 4 and 5 do not show an obvious 
preferential vaporization effect as characterized by a sequential vapor 
ization of components. Such an effect could be revealed in the co-
ordinates of Figs. 4 and 5 if there were significant differences in 
component properties but this does not seem to be the case for the 
property values in Table 1. The evolution of droplet surface 

compositions and spatio/temporal distribution of species in the droplet 
interior would provide more direct evidence for this potential. 

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the S3 component concentrations at the 
droplet surface. The concentrations sum to unity at any time and the 
initial concentrations (time zero in Fig. 9) are listed in Table 1. The 
components evaporate at different rates. This is seen by the time- 
dependenceof the surface mole fractions. Toluene is the most non- 
volatile component, it is slow to evaporate, and it accumulates at the 
surface. The other components evaporate and their surface concentra-
tions decrease. Iso-octane has the highest concentration initially and its 
concentration is nearly uniform for about the first half of burning. Later 
in burning the surface concentration of iso-octane decreases and the 
toluene concentration increases. Near the end of burning, the droplet 
becomes almost entirely comprised of toluene. 

To explore the possibility of preferential vaporization where the data 
in Fig. 4 do not clearly show this process, simulations were performed to 
predict the spatio/temporal distributions of mixture components in the 
droplet. Fig. 10 shows results for toluene, ethanol, n-pentane and iso- 
octane droplets at three different scaled times after ignition for a 
given droplet. The SM1 section includes similar results for the remaining 
three surrogate components, n-pentane, 1-hexene and cyclo-pentane. 
The color bars in the last column indicate the droplet composition. 
While Fig. 9 shows surface concentrations over the entirety of the 
droplet burning history, Fig. 10 shows concentrations over the entirety 
of the droplet interior for three selected times. The surface concentra-
tions for the simulations in Fig. 10 at the three times shown can be 
inferred from the color chart in the last column of Fig. 10. The color- 
coded concentration values for the droplet surface are consistent with 
Fig. 9 and Table 1. The transition across color gradients in Fig. 10 is due 
to diffusion boundary layers inside the droplet across which concen-
trations change from interior to surface values. These layers form 
quickly after ignition and their sizes depend on the liquid diffusion 
coefficient. 

During burning the droplet surface is depleted of most components 
except toluene while the interior concentrations do not change much as 
shown in Fig. 9 due to the low diffusion coefficients. In such a circum-
stance volatile components remain inside the droplet. If the droplet 
temperature is high enough a flash boiling or ’microexplosions’ effect 
can occur by the nucleation of bubbles inside the droplet. The threshold 
temperature to trigger such an effect is determined by the mixture 
fractions of the components and their properties [58]. 

The potential for flash boiling can be assessed by comparing the 
highest droplet temperature possible at any time during burning with 
the homogeneous nucleation temperature of the most volatile mixture 
component. For many organic liquids at atmospheric pressure, homo-
geneous nucleation is typically initiated at T/Tc ≈ 0.90 at atmospheric 
pressure. For example, n-pentane has the lowest homogeneous nucle-
ation temperature which from experiments at atmospheric pressure has 
been shown to range between 418 K and 424 K [59]. Droplet tempera-
ture is the key trigger. The computed evolution of droplet surface tem-
perature is shown in Fig. 11. With the highest wet-bulb (droplet) 
temperature of about 370 K and bubble point temperature of 380 K, the 
droplet temperature is too low to trigger a flash boiling event for pure n- 
pentane by homogeneous nucleation for the S3 mixture. However, when 
considering droplets in contact with SiC fibers the potential for internal 
bubbling is enhanced. 

The energetic threshold for bubble nucleation of a liquid in contact 
with a solid surface (heterogeneous nucleation) is lower than in the bulk 
(homogeneous nucleation) due mainly to a contact angle effect that 
truncates the bubble volume and lowers the energy of forming a bubble 
by random density fluctuations. The nucleated bubble will grow, and as 
it does the droplet could appear to become larger in size as the bubble 
expands. At the same time, liquid evaporation can compensate and lead 
to a situation where the droplet diameter itself appears not to change 
early in burning. This effect was infrequently observed in the 
experiments. 

Fig. 9. Evolution of S3 component concentrations (mole fractions) at droplet 
surface. Initial concentrations (at 0.0) are listed in Table 1. Water at the surface 
is due to condensation on the droplet. 
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Simulations of the evolution of gas temperature, OH concentration, 
radiative heat transfer field and soot volume fraction are shown in 
Fig. 12. For purposes of this discussion the flames and soot shells are 
taken as corresponding to Tmax and fvmax, respectively. The dotted lines 
correspond to the flame and soot shell based on these definitions. 
Fig. 12a shows the distribution of gas temperature in relationship to the 
soot shell. The shell is seen to reside in the temperature range between 
1300 K and 1400 K which is close to the soot inception temperature [60] 
for diffusion flames. Specific values depend on the experimental pro-
cedure, combustion configuration and fuel type. The OH concentration 
field in Fig. 12b follows the peak gas (or flame) temperature shown in 
Fig. 5. 

The total radiant energy field – combined luminous and non- 
luminous – is shown in Fig. 12c. The simulations show that radiant 
emissions are concentrated between the flame and soot shell. As emis-
sions qualitatively correlate with the ’brightness’ of an image (Fig. 1), 
the field of view can be overwhelmed by radiant emissions and mask 

other features such as the flame itself. Fig. 12c suggests this possibility. 
For this reason the boundary of the brightness of a burning droplet will 
not always be a good measure of the actual flame diameter. The soot 
volume fraction is concentrated well inside the flame as expected and 
shown in Fig. 12d, and also coincides with fvmax. This is not surprising 
since where the soot aggregates are trapped should have the highest 
concentration of soot. 

Acetylene is an important soot precursor species. Virtually no acet-
ylene should be found at the flame or far field because acetylene forms 
by thermal decomposition inside the flame and ultimately is trans-
formed into soot. This is consistent with the simulations in Fig. 13a. As 
fuel evaporates, it flows outward and is progressively heated as it ap-
proaches the high temperature region near the flame. The fuel pyrolyzes 
inside the flame where soot precursors are transformed into solid ag-
gregates. While acetylene is concentrated inside the flame and diffuses 
toward and away from the soot shell, CO2 only forms at the flame so its 
concentration will be highest there. Fig. 13b shows this to be the case 

Fig. 10. Scale images showing the evolution of liquid mixture fractions of selected S3 components for three times after ignition (Do = 0.63 mm) for the same droplet. 
Numbers in brackets in the first column are the initial concentrations (mole fraction) in the droplet. Vertical bars in the last columns show the color-coded mole 
fractions for each component. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of surface concentrations. 
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The CO2 concentration decreases toward the droplet and away from the 
flame. 

Other soot precursor species to consider in forming particulates are 
benzene (C6H6), naphthalene (C10H8), indene, fluorene, large PAH 
molecules, etc. Considering in particular large PAH molecules (i.e., 
those with >4 aromatic rings), Fig. 13c shows the evolution of PAH in 
relation to the maximum soot volume fraction and flame temperature. 
The simulations show that the PAH concentration is highest near to the 
maximum soot volume fraction where the soot shell resides. 

The numerical analysis included water vapor condensation on the 
droplet surface. During burning water vapor formed at the flame diffuses 
to the droplet where it condenses on the droplet surface and dissolves in 
the ethanol there. The concentration of water at the droplet surface 
increases. Fig. 14 shows the influence of water condensation on the 
evolution of droplet diameter (14a), FSR (14b) and SSR (14c). 

It has been considered that water condensation enhances the fuel 
evaporation rate by the added energy from the release of the enthalpy of 
condensation [19]. For the conditions reported here, Fig. 14a shows no 
effect of water condensation on S3 droplet burning. Similarly, the flame 
and soot shell diameters show only the barest evidence of a water 
condensation effect. From Fig. 14b and 14c, the flame and soot shells 
move slightly closer to the droplet when a water condensation process is 
included in the numerical model. 

7. Conclusions 

The combustion of a surrogate fuel for E10 was studied experimen-
tally and numerically for the configuration of an isolated droplet 
burning under conditions with no externally imposed convection from 
buoyancy or forced flow. The experiments were carried out for droplets 
with Do = 0.63 mm burning in the standard atmosphere. The experi-
mental results showed very good agreement among the three fuel sys-
tems examined for the burning rate and the evolutions of droplet, flame 
and soot shell diameters. No targets specifically connected with the 
liquid phase were included in developing the surrogate. Numerical 
simulations for the surrogate showed good agreement with experimental 
data for these same variables. 

Simulations were also carried out to examine the influence of radi-
ation from both luminous and non-luminous contributions and the 
initial droplet size on the droplet burning rate, flame extinction diam-
eter, and water condensation for 0.25 mm ≤Do ≤ 5 mm. The influence of 

Fig. 12. Color maps showing simulations of gas temperature (a), distribution of OH radicals (b), radiant emissions (c) and soot volume fraction (d) in relation to the 
flame, soot shell and droplet surface. 

Fig. 11. Evolution of droplet surface (wet bulb) temperature and the S3 
bubble-point temperature corresponding to the surface concentrations in Fig. 9. 
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water condensing on the droplet surface was small over this range. 
Radiation strongly influenced the burning rate for 0.25 mm ≤Do ≤ 2 mm 
with droplets burning slower as Do was increased. The radiation effect 
was more pronounced when a luminous component of radiation due to 
soot incandescence was added to the intrinsic non-luminous radiation 
that is always present. Entirely removing radiation in the simulations 
resulted in burning rates becomming and resulting in an asymptotic 
value for a small-droplet limit. 

Below 0.25 mm, droplets evaporated too quickly to be ignited for the 
numerical parameters of the ignition source and radiation was negli-
gible. Droplets larger than Do = 2.0 mm showed a strong radiation effect 
as they extinguished almost immediately upon ignition and transitions 
to cool-flame behavior were not observed for the surrogate. Preferential 

vaporization was not clearly revealed in the experimental data while 
simulated internal droplet concentrations showed evidence of this effect 
by development of concentration boundary layers inside the droplet. 
Droplet concentrations were not generally conducive to promoting flash 
boiling as triggered by an internal nucleation mechanism for the sur-
rogate components and flash-boiling was rarely observed. 
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Appendix A 

For completeness, this appendix lists the conservation equations that were solved to simulate S3 droplet burning. The equations are presented in 
the spherical coordinate system. Symbols are defined in the Nomenclature section. Radiation is discussed in Section 4.2, the kinetic mechanism in 
Section 4.5, and the soot model in Section 4.6. 

For the liquid phase (0 < r < Rd), the mass, energy, and species conservation equations are: 

Fig. 14. The influence of water condensation on burning for a Do = 0.63 mm S3 droplet for a) droplet diameter, b) flame standoff distance (Df/D), and c) soot shell 
standoff distance (Ds/D). 
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where the subscript i denotes the species in the liquid. For the gas surrounding the droplet (r > Rd), the one-dimensional form of the mass, energy 
and species conservation equations are the following: 
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where the subscript i denotes the species in the liquid. The diffusion velocities for BINs (i.e. soot pseudo-species) include also the thermophoretic 
velocity (see SM for additional details). 

The boundary conditions are the following: 
droplet center (r = 0): 

vL|r=0 = 0 (A7)  
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droplet surface (r = Rd): 
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r = R∞: 

Tg = T∞ (A15)  

Yg,i = Y∞,i (A16)  

Appendix B. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2020.119451. 
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